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ABSTRACT: The aim of this project is to send the SMS to train if the track is cut 

or the employees are employed. This system comprises a microcontroller, 

vibration sensor, key, cable, transmitter, receiver, communication unit for 

performance of the system. This railway train monitoring system will the user to 

detection of train before 100 meter which will help to reduce sudden accident 

and save more people while crossing railway track. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The train monitoring system that is vital to keep the secure operation of rail 

transport is a train surveillance system [1]. Since the safety of trains moving on the 

rails is of high significance, inspections need to be carried out [2]. The vehicles are 

heavy and can break down or defect moving components [3]. The vehicles and the 

track structure on which they operate can be drawn, pounded and usually destroyed 

or broken components [4]. Parts and loads should not extend beyond the vehicle 

boundaries and vehicle content should not be leaked [5]. Not only before moving a 

train but also when moving towards its destination, quality checks are required [6]. 

Initially, both physically and electrically, track circuit breakers were linked straight 

to the rail. An interrupter is attached to one of the rail circuit tail wires and is 

linked to the rail. If the interrupter is broken, the broken portion, still connected to 
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the cable, could fall onto the rail and enable the track to stay energetic and to 

demonstrate clear. It is now a procedure to isolate track circuit breakers from the 

rail to which they are connected. 

 

WORKING 

 

The vibration sensor is positioned on the path in this project [7]. It has a 

piezoelectric plate [8]. The mechanical vibration is transformed into an electrical 

signal [9]. In order to amplify the current signal, the vibration sensor output is 

supplied with an amplifier [10]. The amplified signal is then transmitted to the 

microcontroller [11]. And both of us have a transmitter and receiver linked to 

wires. If the path is cut, the cable is also cut. These are tightly linked to track. We 

use this vibration sensor, transmitter and receiver every 100 m in actual time. The 

vibration sensor detects the vibration of the train on the track and gives a small 

pulse to the microcontroller. Whenever a small pulse from the sensor is detected by 

the controller, the information is sent from the transmitter to the recipient. The 

recipient sends an elevated pulse to the controller if the signal is received without 

loss means, the track is identified as excellent. If the signal has not been sent to the 

recipient, the controller sends the warning SMS via the mobile, microcontroller 

interface to the train-based receiver. The communication unit is used for 

microcontroller and mobile communication. This can prevent the accident. When 

the employees operate on the path, they click a button that is interfaced with the 

microcontroller. The controller then sends a SMS warning to the mobile recipient. 

In advance we have to program this request for the microcontroller. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This railway train monitoring system will the user to detection of train before 100 

meter which will help to reduce sudden accident and save more people while 

crossing railway track. This project is to send the SMS to train if the track is cut or 

the employees are employed. This system comprises a microcontroller, vibration 

sensor, key, cable, transmitter, receiver, communication unit for performance of 

the system. 
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